
                                                                                        

IN THE COURT OF THE CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,::::::: BONGAIGAON 

GR. NO.- 500/2015 

U/S- 341/323/506 I.P.C. 

STATE 

-VS.- 

   Sri Bhupen Chandra Ray     …................Accused 

                                                    

   Present:- 

 Sri B. Sutradhar, A.J.S. 

 Chief Judicial Magistrate,  

 Bongaigaon 

   Appeared:- 

  For the State:      Smt. R. Choudhury, Addl. P.P. 

 For the accused:  Mr. P. Sharma Ld. Advocate. 

          Date of evidence: 4-12-15, 4-2-16 & 2-3-16 

          Date of argument: 1-9-16 

  Date of judgment:  5-9-16  

              J U D G E M E N T 

1.       The brief case of the prosecution is that on 6-6-15 the informant Smt. 

Gaje Bala Ray lodged an ehagar before the O/C Manikpur PS through 

Gerukabari P.P. alleging that on that day at 10 A.M. she went out in front of 

her house at 10 A.M. being some persons were gathering on road.  The 

accused person due to previous grudge chased her with “dao” and the wife of 

the accused snatched away the “dao” from his hand.  Accused assaulted her 

with an umbrella and pushed her on pucca road causing grievous injuries on 

her person.  She sustain injury on finger of her feet. 

Hence the case.  

2.       On receipt of the ejahar O/C Manikpur P.S registered a case vide No. 

85/15 and the matter was duly investigated into.      

3.        On completion of the investigation I/O submitted charge sheet against  
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the accused person. In due course the accused person appeared before the 

court and he was allowed to go on bail.  Copies were furnished and the 

particulars of the offences u/s 341/323/506 I.P.C were read over and explained 

to the accused person and to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be 

tried. During the course of evidence the prosecution side examined six 

witnesses including the M.O and I/O. The accused person was examined U/S. 

313 Cr.P.C.  Defence case is total denial and they examined none.  Heard the 

argument of both sides. 

                        Point for determination is: 

4.    Whether the accused person wrongfully restrained the informant, 

voluntarily caused hurt and threatened with dire consequences as alleged in 

the ejahar? 

Decision and reasons thereof: 

5.    The prosecution side examined Smt. Gaje Bala Ray as P.W.1, Sri Sanjib 

Kumar Ray P.W.2, Sri Biju Ray as P.W.3, Sri Bhupen Chandra Hajang as P.W.4, 

M.O. Sri Ranjit Boro as P.W.5 and I/O Sri Hargobinda Pathak as P.W.6.  

6.        The P.W.1 in her evidence deposed that the occurrence took place on 

6-6-15 at 10 A.M. The public were cleaning the drain which is in front of her 

house.  She came out to see the same and told that good works were going 

on.  The accused came out with a dao and chased her.  The wife of the 

accused caught the dao from his hand and then accused snatched away 

umbrella from her hand and assaulted her.  The accused pushed her on road 

and she sustain injury on hand, waist and finger of his feet.  One person 

named Hazang pick up her from the road. 

             In cross-examination she deposed that there is a road in front of her 

house. That before she reached the spot Lampa, Sunil, Raja, Sharat, Chandan 

and Anil were cutting the drain. 

7.    The P.W.2 deposed that the occurrence took place in the month of June, 

2015 at 10.30 A.M.  The villagers were cleaning the drain due to storage of 
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 water.  Informant went to the place of occurrence and then accused pushed 

her on earth and also assaulted her.  Accused was armed with dao.  Informant 

sustained pain. 

              In cross-examination he deposed that the drain was cleaning by 

Raja, Langphu, Sharat and Sunil. 

8.    The P.W.3 deposed that the occurrence took place on 6-6-15 at 10.30 

A.M. and at the time of occurrence the villagers were cleaning the drain due to 

storage of water. A quarrel raised between the informant and the accused.  

Accused Bhupen pushed the informant on earth and assaulted with umbrella.  

           In cross-examination he deposed that at the time of occurrence Raju, 

Sunil, Linghphu and Anil were cleaning the drain. 

9.     The P.W.4 deposed that the occurrence took place about 5/6 months 

back on a day at 11 A.M. while he was coming from a shop and saw that the 

accused Bhupen pushed informant Gaje Bala on earth. 

           In cross-examination he deposed that on last day of occurrence there 

was rainfall. 

10.    The P.W.5 M.O. deposed that on 6-6-15 he was attached with Bijni State 

Dispensary and he examined Smt. Gaje Bala Ray on police requisition in 

Manikpur P.S. case No. 85/15 and found the followed injuries.   

     i. Abrasion over left arm. 

    ii. Back pain  

    iii. Lacerated injury of the middle finger of right foot/leg. 

    iv. Lacerated injury of the finger of the left foot/leg. 

          The injury were simple and fresh in nature. 

             In cross-examination he deposed that he has not mentioned who 

escorted the said patient. 

11.    The P.W.6 I/O deposed that on 7-6-15 he was attached with Gerukabari  
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P.P. as I/C and on that day informant lodged an ejahar.  GDE was made and 

the ejahar was sent to Manikpur P.S. for registration of the case.  Manikpur 

case No. 85/15 was registered and he entrusted for investigation of the case.  

He visited the place of occurrence and recorded the statements of the 

witnesses.  The informant was medically examined and on completion of 

investigation he submitted charge sheet against the accused person u/s 

341/323/506 IPC. 

               In cross-examination he deposed that he has not seized any 

umbrella. 

12.     Now, on going through the above evidence on record it appears that 

P.W.1 stated that villagers were cleaning the drain and while she came out, the 

accused chased her with a dao and assaulted with an umbrella causing injuries. 

The P.W.2 independent witness also clearly stated that due to storage of water 

villagers were cleaning the drain and then accused person pushed the 

informant on earth and assaulted her. The P.W.3 also stated that the villagers 

were cleaning the drain and then accused Bhupen pushed the informant on 

earth and assaulted with an umbrella.  The P.W.4 also stated that accused 

Bhupen pushed the informant while he was coming from a shop. The P.W.5 

M.O also stated that on 6-6-15 he examined said Smt. Gaje Bala Ray and found 

injuries.  The I/O also stated that on getting materials against the accused, he 

submitted charge sheet.                                                            

13. That all the independent witnesses has fully corroborated the evidence 

of P.W.1 in the same tune that the accused pushed the informant on earth and 

assaulted her with an umbrella.  Though the defence side in cross-examination 

put many questions but there is nothing to discard the prosecution evidence.  

The prosecution evidence is intact on the point that the accused pushed the 

informant on earth and voluntarily caused hurt.  In the entire cross-

examination defence side has failed to create any doubt on this vital point and 

there is nothing to disbelieve the prosecution case. 
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14. There is no evidence that the accused person wrongfully restrained the 

informant and also threatened with dire consequences but the evidence on 

particular point of voluntarily causing hurt is proved beyond any doubt. 

15.   On considering the entire matter it is clear that all the independent 

witnesses has corroborated the evidence of P.W.1 which cannot be overlooked 

to discard the prosecution evidence.   

16. Accordingly, I am on the opinion that the prosecution side has 

succeeded to prove the case against the accused person u/s 323 IPC for 

voluntarily causing hurt.  Hence the accused is held guilty u/s 323 IPC and 

convicted for the same.  The accused is acquitted from other charges u/s 

341/506 IPC.  On considering the fact that the accused assaulted a lady in 

front of others, I am not inclined to give any benefit of Section 360 Cr.P.C. or 

any provision of the Probation of Offender Act to the accused person.    Heard 

the accused person on the point of sentence.   

17.      On considering the nature of the offence, I am of the opinion that a 

lenient approach of punishment by imposing only fine will met the ends of 

justice.  Accordingly, the accused is sentence to pay a fine of Rs. 1000/- u/s 

323 IPC i/d 3 (three) months S.I. for voluntarily causing hurt to the informant 

Smt. Gaje Bala Ray.  The bail bonds shall remain in force till next six months. 

18. The case is disposed of on contest.            

            Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 5th day of 

September, 2016. 

 

 

                                                      Chief Judicial Magistrate,                                                                                                          
                                                                   Bongaigaon 

                                        

 

 

 

    

 


